INTRODUCTION (1) INTRODUCTION (1)
The Greater Madrid Area (GMA) is located in the centre of the Iberian Peninsula Huge source of ozone precursors. Intense formation of tropospheric ozone in summer time, late spring and early autumn. 9 t h H a r m o n i s a t i o n C o n f e r e n c e G a r m i s c h -P a r t e n k i r c h e n
INTRODUCTION (2) INTRODUCTION (2)
Recent European directives, air pollution modelling is a very important tool for many the air quality management:
-air quality assessment, -design of plans and programs for air pollution abatement -design of networks for air quality monitoring. Furthermore, Development of ozone control strategies requires analysing ozone response to variations in precursors emissions considering a wide range of realistic meteorological conditions. Cluster analysis (k-means technique) was used in order to group days with similar meteorological state. All data were previously normalised.
9 t h H a r m o n i s a t i o n C o n f e r e n c e G a r m i s c h -P a r t e n k i r c h e n -1992-, 19% -1995-) weak winds temperatures are even higher than former cases. Meteorological scenarios Meteorological scenarios (3) (3)
US
Wind direction (850 HPa) was not used in cluster analysis because of its circular features. For setting up the meteorological scenarios representing every cluster, a sub classification was done based on wind direction (analysis of frequency -histograms).
The selected meteorological scenarios were determined as the day being closest to the mean state of every sub cluster. 9 representative days (scenarios) for every reference year were used in simulations (65% correspond to summer time). TVM models was used for air flows simulations. 9 t h H a r m o n i s a t i o n C o n f e r e n c e G a r m i s c h -P a r t e n k i r c h e n 1-4 June, 2004
HARMO 9 -Garmisch Partenkirchen, Germany 12
Simulations of photochemical air pollution Simulations of photochemical air pollution Model description Model description
Meteorological model used was the Topographic Vorticiy Mesoscale (TVM) model (Thunis and Clappier, 2000) . Evaluated for the same domain (Martín et al., 2001a (Martín et al., , 2001b . Meteorological model is coupled to a transport/chemistry module based on the CIT model (McRae et al.,1983) and updated by Harley et al. (1993) . Operator splitting technique by which advection is integrated separately from the diffusion/chemistry. Highly accurate and computational efficient hybrid scheme Gong and Cho (1993) for solving the chemical system of RACM mechanism (Stockwell et al., 1997) . TVM+RACM has simulated satisfactory ozone pollution episodes taking place in this region (Palacios, 2001; Palacios et al., 2002b) . 
Simulations of photochemical air pollution Simulations of photochemical air pollution Meteorological model setup Meteorological model setup
Meteorological domain corresponds to a geographical area of 360x300 km 2 in the center of the Iberian Peninsula. Non-regular or stretched grid with variable resolution considering 64x54 grid points. Spatial resolution is maximum at its center (5x5 km 2 ), coinciding with the area selected to run the photochemical model. Capture the atmospheric flows and to reproduce the main mesoscale circulations characteristics. Terrain following coordinate system with 24 levels, the lowest of them at 20 m above the ground and a maximum of 1000 m. Top of the domain at 15400 m. Simulations cover 37 hours starting at 1200 UTC. (ppb) 9 t h H a r m o n i s a t i o n C o n f e r e n c e G a r m i s c h -P a r t e n k i r c h e n
